Abstract-We have witnessed an increasing adoption of erasure coding in modern clustered storage systems to reduce the storage overhead of traditional 3-way replication. However, it remains an open issue of how to customize the data analytics paradigm for erasure-coded storage, especially when the storage system operates in failure mode. We propose degradedfirst scheduling, a new MapReduce scheduling scheme that improves MapReduce performance in erasure-coded clustered storage systems in failure mode. Its main idea is to launch degraded tasks earlier so as to leverage the unused network resources. We conduct mathematical analysis and discrete event simulation to show the performance gain of degraded-first scheduling over Hadoop's default locality-first scheduling. We further implement degraded-first scheduling on Hadoop and conduct testbed experiments in a 13-node cluster. We show that degraded-first scheduling reduces the MapReduce runtime of locality-first scheduling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustered storage systems, such as GFS [16] , HDFS [30] , Azure [4] , have been widely deployed in enterprises to provide a scalable and reliable storage platform for big data analytics based on MapReduce [9] or Dryad [21] . They stripe data across thousands of nodes (or servers) connected over a network, on which parallel data computations can be performed. As a storage system scales, node failures are commonplace [16] , and temporary data unavailability becomes prevalent due to frequent transient failures [13] and system upgrades [24] . To ensure data availability at any time, traditional designs of GFS, HDFS, and Azure replicate each data block into three copies to provide double-fault tolerance [4, 16, 30] . However, as the volume of global data surges to the zettabyte scale [15] , the 200% redundancy overhead of 3-way replication becomes a scalability bottleneck.
Erasure coding provides an alternative to ensuring data availability. It operates by encoding data blocks into parity blocks, such that a subset of data and parity blocks can sufficiently recover the original data blocks. It is known that erasure coding costs less storage overhead than replication under the same fault tolerance [32] . For example, it can reduce the redundancy overhead of 3-way replication from 200% to 33%, while still achieving higher availability [20] .
Extensive efforts (e.g., [13, 20, 29] ) have studied the use of erasure coding in clustered storage systems (e.g., GFS, HDFS, Azure) that provide data analytics services. Although erasure coding generally has higher performance overhead than replication, recent results show that the overhead of erasure coding can be mitigated through efficient coding constructions [27] , read parallelization [11] , and hardwareassisted computations [26] . In particular, when data is unavailable due to node failures, reads are degraded in erasurecoded storage as they need to download data from surviving nodes to reconstruct the missing data. In view of this, several studies [20, 22, 29] propose to optimize degraded reads in erasure-coded clustered storage systems, by reducing the amount of downloaded data for reconstruction.
Despite the extensive studies on erasure-coded clustered storage systems, it remains an open issue of how to customize the data analytics paradigm, such as MapReduce [9] , for such systems, especially when they operate in failure mode and need to perform degraded reads. In this work, we explore Hadoop's version of MapReduce on HDFS-RAID [18] , a middleware layer that extends HDFS to support erasure coding. Traditional MapReduce scheduling emphasizes locality, and implements locality-first scheduling by first scheduling local tasks that run on the nodes holding the input data for the tasks. MapReduce is designed with replication-based storage in mind. In the presence of node failures, it re-schedules tasks to run on other nodes that hold the replicas. However, the scenario becomes different for erasure-coded storage, where MapReduce tasks must issue degraded reads to download data from other surviving nodes. Such degraded tasks are typically scheduled to launch after all local tasks are completed, and when they launch, they compete for network resources to download data from surviving nodes. This can significantly increase the overall runtime of a MapReduce job. Thus, a key motivation of this work is to customize MapReduce scheduling for erasurecoded storage in failure mode.
Our observation is that while local tasks are running, the MapReduce job does not fully utilize the available network resources. Thus, this paper proposes degraded-first scheduling, whose main idea is to schedule some degraded tasks at earlier stages of a MapReduce job and allow them to download data first using the unused network resources. To this end, this paper makes three contributions:
• We propose degraded-first scheduling, a new MapReduce scheduling scheme that improves MapReduce performance in erasure-coded clustered storage systems operating in failure mode. We conduct simple mathematical analysis to demonstrate that degradedfirst scheduling improves Hadoop's default locality-first scheduling. Our numerical results show that degradedfirst scheduling reduces the MapReduce runtime by 15% to 43%. We also propose two heuristics that achieve locality preservation and rack awareness, so as to improve the robustness of degraded-first scheduling in general configurations.
• We implement a discrete event simulator for MapReduce to explore the performance gain of degradedfirst scheduling in a large-scale cluster. We show that degraded-first scheduling reduces the runtime of locality-first scheduling by up to 39.6% when the cluster runs a single MapReduce job, and by up to 48.6% when multiple MapReduce jobs run simultaneously.
• We implement degraded-first scheduling on Hadoop, and compare the performance of locality-first scheduling and degraded-first scheduling in a 13-node Hadoop cluster. Degraded-first scheduling reduces the MapReduce runtime of locality-first scheduling by up to 27.0% and 28.4% for single-job and multi-job scenarios, respectively.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section II first presents background details of Hadoop and erasure codes. Section III motivates via an example the issue of Hadoop's default locality-first scheduling. Section IV presents the design of degraded-first scheduling. Section V describes our discrete event MapReduce simulator and presents simulation results. Section VI describes our implementation of degraded-first scheduling on Hadoop and present testbed experimental results. Section VII reviews related work, and Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Hadoop
We consider a Hadoop cluster composed of multiple nodes (or servers) that are grouped into different racks. Typical clusters connect all nodes via a hierarchy of switches. Without loss of generality, we consider a simplified twolevel case where nodes within each rack are connected via a top-of-rack switch, and all the racks are connected via a core switch. Figure 1 illustrates an example.
Hadoop runs on a distributed file system HDFS [30] for reliable storage. HDFS divides a file into fixed-size blocks, which form the basic units for read and write operations. Since node failures are common [16] , HDFS uses replication to maintain data availability, such that each block is replicated into multiple (by default, three) copies and distributed across different nodes.
Hadoop implements MapReduce [9] for data-intensive computations on HDFS data. We first define the terminologies as follows. A MapReduce program (called job) is split into multiple tasks of two types: a map task processes an input block and generates intermediate results, and a reduce task collects the intermediate results through a shuffle step, processes them, and outputs the final results to HDFS. MapReduce uses a single master node to coordinate multiple slave nodes to run the tasks. Each slave has a fixed number of map and reduce slots, and each map (reduce) slot is used for running one map (reduce) task. If a slave has free slots available, it requests the master for map or reduce tasks through periodic heartbeat messages. The master then performs task scheduling and decides which task to run first.
In typical deployment environments of MapReduce, network bandwidth is scarce [9] . Thus, MapReduce emphasizes data locality by trying to schedule a map task to run on a (slave) node that stores a replica of the data block, or a node that is located near the data block. This saves the time of downloading blocks from other nodes over the network. Note that reduce tasks cannot exploit locality because they need to download intermediate outputs from multiple slaves. Here, a map task can be classified into three types: (i) nodelocal, in which the task processes a block stored in the same node, (ii) rack-local, in which the task downloads and processes a block stored in another node of the same rack, and (iii) remote, in which the task downloads and processes a block stored in another node of a different rack. In this paper, we collectively call the first two types local, since rack-local tasks can run as fast as node-local tasks if the network speed within the same rack is sufficiently high. The default task scheduling scheme in Hadoop first assigns map slots to local tasks, followed by remote tasks. We call this approach locality-first scheduling.
B. Erasure Coding
To reduce the redundancy overhead due to replication, erasure coding can be used. An erasure code is defined by parameters (n, k), such that k original blocks (termed native blocks) are encoded to form n − k parity blocks, and any k out of the n blocks can recover the original k native blocks. We call the collection of the n blocks a stripe. Examples of erasure codes include Reed-Solomon codes [28] and Cauchy Reed-Solomon codes [3] . Hadoop's authors propose a middleware layer called HDFS-RAID [18] , which operates on HDFS and transforms block replicas into erasure-coded blocks. HDFS-RAID divides a stream of native blocks into groups of k blocks, and encodes each group independently into a stripe according to the parameters (n, k).
In the presence of node failures, native blocks stored in the failed nodes are unavailable (we call them the lost blocks). In replication, a read to a lost block can be re-directed to Algorithm 1 Locality-First Scheduling on HDFS-RAID 1: while a heartbeat comes from slave s do 2: for each running job j in the job list do 3: for each free map slot on slave s do 4: if j has an unassigned local task then 5: assign the local task to s 6: else if j has an unassigned remote task then 7: assign the remote task to s 8:
else if j has an unassigned degraded task then 9: assign the degraded task to s 10: end if 11: end for 12: end for 13: end while another block replica. However, in erasure coding, reading a lost block requires a degraded read, which reads the blocks from any k surviving nodes of the same stripe and reconstructs the lost blocks 1 . Although erasure codes are designed to tolerate multiple node failures, it is known that single-node failures are the most common failure recovery scenario in practice [20, 22] . Thus, our discussion focuses on the failure mode where the cluster has only one failed node while a MapReduce job is running, and we address multi-node failures using simulations (see Section V).
MapReduce is compatible with HDFS-RAID and also follows locality-first scheduling. The main difference from traditional replication is that HDFS-RAID reconstructs the lost block via a degraded read. We define a new type of map tasks called degraded tasks, which first read data from other surviving nodes to reconstruct the lost block and then process the reconstructed block. Degraded tasks are given the lowest priority in the default locality-first scheduling, and they are scheduled after local and remote tasks. Algorithm 1 summarizes the pseudo-code of the default locality-first scheduling on HDFS-RAID.
III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
In this section, we elaborate via a motivating example why the default locality-first scheduling hurts MapReduce performance in failure mode. We then provide intuitions how we can improve MapReduce performance.
We first review the default block placement policy of HDFS, and later extend the policy for HDFS-RAID. By default, HDFS uses 3-way replication and places the three replicas using the following rule: the first replica is placed in a random node, and the second and third replicas are placed in two different random nodes that are located in a different rack from the first replica. This placement policy can tolerate (1) an arbitrary double-node failure; and (2) an arbitrary single-rack failure. Correspondingly, for HDFS-RAID, we 1 We consider the conventional degraded read approach, which always reads from any k surviving nodes. Some special erasure code constructions have been proposed (e.g., [20, 22, 29] ) to reduce the number of blocks read. Our work also applies to such erasure code constructions. Figure 2 . A five-node cluster with 12 native blocks and 12 parity blocks, assuming a (4,2) coding scheme is used for fault-tolerance. We assume that Node 1 fails while MapReduce is running.
consider an erasure code satisfying that (1) n − k ≥ 2; and (2) at most n − k out of n blocks of any stripe are placed on the same rack.
We design an example shown in Figure 2 that realizes the above two conditions. The figure has a two-rack cluster, in which the first rack has three nodes and the second one has two nodes. The racks are connected by 100Mbps Ethernet switches. Let the block size be 128MB. If we ignore transmission overhead, then transmitting a block from one node to another node takes around 10s. Suppose now that the cluster stores a 12-block file, and we use a (4, 2) erasure code to encode a file into six stripes. In the i-th stripe, where 0 ≤ i ≤ 5, let B i,0 and B i,1 be the two native blocks, and P i,0 and P i,1 be the two parity blocks. We assume that each node has two map slots, meaning that it can run at most two map tasks simultaneously. According to [35] , half of map tasks take 1s to 19s to complete. Thus, we assume that the time for processing a map task is also 10s.
We now explain why locality-first scheduling hurts MapReduce performance in failure mode. We consider the duration of the map phase. Suppose that a MapReduce job is processing the stored data while Node 1 is failed, so degraded tasks are triggered to process the lost blocks B 0,0 , B 1,0 , B 2,0 , and B 3,0 . Figure 3(a) shows the mapslot activities with locality-first scheduling. According to Algorithm 1, each surviving node is first assigned local tasks to process its stored blocks. After all the local tasks are completed, the degraded tasks are launched. Suppose we assign the degraded tasks for the lost blocks B 0,0 , B 1,0 , B 2,0 , and B 3,0 to Nodes 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, such that a node just needs to download the first parity block P 0,0 , P 1,0 , P 2,0 , P 3,0 , respectively, from another node to reconstruct the lost block for processing. Node 4 downloads P 2,0 from Node 3 (in a different rack) and Node 5 downloads P 3,0 from Node 4 (in the same rack). However, Nodes 2 and 3, located in the same rack, need to compete for the download link of the rack so as to download P 0,0 and P 1,0 from another rack, respectively. This doubles the download time, from 10s to 20s. The entire map phase lasts for 40s. The major issue of locality-first scheduling in erasurecoded storage in failure mode is that degraded tasks start degraded reads together and compete for the network resources to download blocks from other racks. Obviously, the competition significantly increases the overall duration of degraded tasks.
From the example, we observe that at the earlier stage of the map phase, while local tasks are being processed, network resources are not fully utilized. Thus, it is natural to move the launch of some degraded tasks ahead to take advantage of the unused network resources, so as to relieve the competition for network resources among degraded tasks later. Let us revisit the example, and suppose that we move ahead two degraded tasks for processing B 0,0 and B 2,0 to the beginning of the map phase. Figure 3 (b) shows the new map-slot activities for the revised task scheduling scheme, which we call degraded-first scheduling. This eliminates the competition for network resources, and reduces the duration of the map phase from 40s to 30s, i.e., a 25% saving.
IV. DESIGN OF DEGRADED-FIRST SCHEDULING
We present the design of degraded-first scheduling, whose main idea is to move part of degraded tasks to the earlier stage of the map phase. The advantages are two-fold. First, the degraded tasks can take advantage of the unused network resources while the local tasks are running. Second, we avoid the network resource competition among degraded tasks at the end of the map phase. In this section, we first present the basic version of degraded-first scheduling. We then conduct mathematical analysis to show the improvement of degraded-first scheduling over the default locality-first scheduling in Hadoop. Finally, we present the enhanced version of degraded-first scheduling that takes into account the topological configuration of the cluster.
A. Basic Design
Our primary design goal is to evenly spread the launch of degraded tasks among the whole map phase. This design goal follows two intuitions.
• Finish running all degraded tasks before all local tasks.
If some degraded tasks are not yet finished after all local tasks are finished, they will be launched together and compete for network resources for degraded reads.
• Keep degraded tasks separate. If two or more degraded tasks run almost at the same time, they may compete for network resources for degraded reads.
The key challenge here is how to determine the right timing for launching degraded tasks, so that they are evenly spread among the whole map phase. One possible solution is to predict the overall running time of the whole map phase and launch degraded tasks evenly within the predicted time interval. However, this approach is difficult to realize for two reasons. First, different MapReduce jobs may have highly varying processing time of a map task. Thus, it is difficult to accurately predict how long the whole map phase would be. Second, even if we can make accurate predictions, it is possible that no free map slots are available when a degraded task is ready to launch. Thus, the launch of some degraded tasks may be delayed, defeating the original purpose of evenly spreading the degraded tasks.
Therefore, we propose a heuristic design that arranges the launch of degraded tasks with respect to the proportion of map tasks that have been launched. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code of the basic version of degraded-first scheduling, which extends the default Algorithm 1. Given a MapReduce job, we first determine the total number of all map tasks to be launched (denoted by M ) and the total number of degraded tasks to be launched (denoted by M d ). We also monitor the number of all map tasks that have been launched and that of degraded tasks that have been launched, denoted by m and m d , respectively. Algorithm 2 launches a degraded task with a higher priority than a local task if the proportion of degraded tasks that have been launched is no more than the proportion of all map tasks that have been launched. In this way, we control the pace of launching degraded tasks and have them launched evenly in the whole map phase. It is worth noting that we assign at most one degraded task for every heartbeat (see the if-condition in Line 4), since launching more than one degraded task at the same node will lead to competition for network resources among these degraded tasks.
Algorithm 2 Basic Degraded-First Scheduling
1: while a heartbeat comes from slave s do 2: isDegradedTaskAssigned = false 3: for each running job j in the job list do 4: if isDegradedTaskAssigned == false and s has a free map slot then 5: if j has an unassigned degraded task then 6 :
assign a degraded task to s 8: isDegradedTaskAssigned = true 9: end if 10: end if 11: end if 12: for each free map slot on slave s do 13: if j has an unassigned local task then 14: assign the local task to s 15: else if j has an unassigned remote task then 16: assign the remote task to s 17: end if 18: end for 19: end for 20: end while
We elaborate via an example how Algorithm 2 works. Figure 4 (a) illustrates a cluster that contains four slaves and provides fault tolerance via a (4,2) erasure code. The processed file has a total of 12 native blocks, with three native blocks stored in each node. We fix both the downloading and processing times to be 10s as in Section III. To better describe the main idea, we configure each node with one map slot only. Suppose now Node 1 fails. Thus, there are a total of 12 map tasks, and three of them are degraded tasks for processing the lost blocks B 0,0 , B 1,0 and B 2,0 . We assume that the master assigns map tasks in the order Nodes 2, 3, and 4. Figure 4(b) shows the execution flow of the whole map phase. According to Algorithm 2, the three degraded tasks are assigned as the 1st, 5th, and 9th map tasks, and the three degraded tasks are launched at 0s, 10s, and 30s, respectively. We see that all the degraded tasks do not compete for network resources for downloading the parity blocks during degraded reads.
It is important to note that in normal mode (i.e., without any node failure), there is no degraded task, and hence degraded-first scheduling operates the same way as localityfirst scheduling (see Lines 12-18 of Algorithm 2).
To summarize, Algorithm 2 launches a degraded task with a higher priority if appropriate. This is why we call the algorithm "degraded-first scheduling".
B. Analysis
We conduct simple mathematical analysis to compare the default locality-first scheduling and our basic degraded-first scheduling in terms of the runtime of a MapReduce job. Our goal is to provide preliminary insights into the potential improvement of degraded-first scheduling in failure mode.
Analysis setting. We first describe the setting of our analy- 
(1)
(8) sis. We consider a cluster with N homogeneous nodes that are evenly grouped into R racks (with N R nodes each). Let L be the number of map slots allocated for each node (i.e., it can run at most L map tasks simultaneously). Let T be the processing time of a map task. Let S be the input block size. Let W be the download bandwidth of each rack. For fault tolerance, we use an (n, k) erasure code to encode k native blocks to generate n − k parity blocks. We distribute the stripes of n native and parity blocks evenly among the N nodes (as in parity declustering [19] ). Let F be the total number of native blocks to be processed by MapReduce (i.e., the number of blocks in the each node is F N ). Suppose that we only focus on the map-only MapReduce job, and neglect the shuffle overhead and the time for reduce tasks. Then in normal mode (without any node failure), the runtime of a MapReduce job is F T NL . We now consider the MapReduce performance in failure mode. We focus on the case where a single node fails (see our justification in Section II). This implies that there are a total of F map tasks, among which F N are degraded tasks. We assume that the degraded tasks are evenly distributed among all racks, such that each rack contains F NR degraded tasks (assuming F NR is an integer). When a degraded task issues a degraded read to a lost block, it downloads k out of the n − 1 surviving blocks of the same stripe. We assume that the degraded read is bottlenecked by inter-rack traffic. If the stripes are evenly distributed across all racks and each degraded task randomly picks k out of n − 1 blocks to download, then the expected time needed for downloading blocks from other racks for each lost block being reconstructed is
Locality-first scheduling. We first consider the default locality-first scheduling. In failure mode, all degraded tasks are launched after the completion of processing all local . We further assume that the F N blocks of the degraded tasks can be processed in parallel by all available map slots in the cluster in a single map-slot duration T . Thus, by summing up the times for local tasks and degraded tasks, the MapReduce runtime under localityfirst scheduling is:
Degraded-first scheduling. We next consider degraded-first scheduling, which spreads the launch of degraded tasks over the whole map phase. Here, we assume that the map tasks are launched in a lock-step manner, such that the map phase is divided into rounds, each of which launches the same number of map tasks given all available slots. Since there are a total of F map tasks and (N − 1)L available map slots in failure mode, there are approximately
L rounds of launching the map tasks.
We need to address two cases in our analysis: (1) the degraded tasks can finish degraded reads in one round and (2) the degraded tasks need to finish degraded reads in more than one round. In the first case, it implies that all degraded reads can be finished within . An additional time T is needed to process the degraded tasks. While the racks are downloading data during degraded reads, the local map tasks can be processed in parallel. Thus, the runtime of the second case should be 
Numerical results. Based on our analysis, we now present the MapReduce runtime results under different parameter settings. The default cluster configurations are fixed as: N = 40, R = 4, L = 4, S = 128MB, W = 1Gbps, T = 20s, F = 1440, and (n, k) = (16, 12). We then vary one of the parameters and compare the MapReduce runtimes under locality-first scheduling and degraded-first scheduling. The runtimes are normalized over that in normal mode (without node failures). Figure 5 (a) shows the runtime results for different erasure coding schemes (8,6), (12, 9) , (16, 12) , and (20, 15) . Degraded-first scheduling always requires less runtime than locality-first scheduling, with the runtime reduction ranging from 15% to 32%. The runtime of degraded-first scheduling stays the same since all degraded tasks can finish their degraded reads in one round in our parameter settings. On the other hand, the runtime of locality-first scheduling increases with k, since more data needs to be transmitted for degraded reads after all local tasks are completed. Figure 5 (b) shows the runtime results versus the number of blocks F , varied from 720 to 2880. The normalized runtimes of both scheduling algorithms decrease with F , since the processing time of local tasks becomes more dominant. Nevertheless, the runtime of degraded-first scheduling is less than that of locality-first scheduling by 25% to 28%.
Finally, Figure 5 (c) shows the runtime results versus the download bandwidth W , varied from 100Mbps to 1Gbps. As the download bandwidth increases, both scheduling algorithms see reduced runtime as degraded reads takes less time to finish. It is worth noting that degraded-first scheduling has the same runtime for W = 500Mbps and W = 1Gbps, since the degraded tasks now can finish degraded reads in one round. Overall, degraded-first scheduling reduces the runtime of locality-first scheduling by 18% to 43%.
To summarize, in all cases, degraded-first scheduling can reduce the MapReduce runtime of the default locality-first scheduling in failure mode. Note that our analysis builds on simplified settings. We resort to simulations for more general scenarios (see Section V).
C. Enhanced Design
We describe two heuristics that further enhance the performance of our basic degraded-first scheduling implementation in Algorithm 2. Both heuristics take into account the topology of the cluster when we schedule a set of map tasks across the slaves.
Locality preservation. The default locality-first scheduling achieves high locality by first launching local tasks whenever they are available. On the other hand, Algorithm 2 may break the locality. Specifically, if we first assign degraded tasks to a node, then the node may not have enough map slots to process its local tasks. The master may instead assign some of the local tasks of the node to other nodes of different racks, and these tasks become remote tasks. Having additional remote tasks is clearly undesirable as they compete for network resources as degraded tasks do.
We implement locality preservation by restricting the launch of degraded tasks, such that we prevent the local map tasks from being unexpectedly assigned to other nodes. We provide a function ASSIGNTOSLAVE to determine whether to launch a degraded task to a specific slave. Specifically, given a set of unassigned map tasks to be scheduled, we estimate the processing time for the local map tasks of each slave s (denoted by t s ), and the expected processing time E[t s ] for the local map tasks across all slaves. If t s > E[t s ], it means that slave s does not have spare resources to process a degraded task, so we do not assign a degraded task to it.
We point out that our implementation also works for heterogeneous settings, where some slaves may have better processing power than others in the same cluster. If we estimate the processing time for the local map tasks based on not only the number of local map tasks, but also the computing power of the slave node, then we allow the more powerful slaves to process a degraded task while processing more local map tasks.
Rack awareness. In failure mode, launching multiple degraded tasks in the same rack may result in competition for network resources, since the degraded tasks download data through the same top-of-rack switch. However, Algorithm 2 is oblivious to where a degraded task is launched.
To realize rack awareness, we provide a function AS-SIGNTORACK to ensure that multiple degraded tasks are not assigned to the same rack at nearly the same time. Specifically, we keep track of the duration since the last degraded task is assigned to each rack r (denoted by t r ), and the expected duration E[t r ] across all racks. We avoid assigning a degraded task to a slave in rack r if r satisfies both of the following conditions: (1) if t r < E[t r ], and (2) if t r is less than some threshold. For the latter condition, we choose the threshold as
, which is the expected time for a degraded read (see Section IV-B). Satisfying both conditions imply that rack r has just recently launched a degraded task that is still performing a degraded read. If while a heartbeat comes from slave s do 15: isDegradedTaskAssigned = false 16: Compute ts, E[ts], tr, E[tr]
17:
for each running job j in the job list do 18: if isDegradedTaskAssigned = false and s has a free map slot then 19: if j has an unassigned degraded task then 20 :
and ASSIGNTOSLAVE(s) == true and ASSIGNTORACK(rackID(s)) == true then 21: assign a degraded task to s 22: isDegradedTaskAssigned = true 23: end if 24: end if 25: end if 26: for each free map slot on slave s do 27: if j has an unassigned local task then 28: assign the local task to s 29: else if j has an unassigned remote task then 30: assign the remote task to s 31: end if 32: end for 33: end for 34: end while 35 : end procedure we launch another degraded task to rack r, it will lead to unnecessary competition for network resources.
Putting it all together. Algorithm 3 shows the enhanced version of degraded-first scheduling, which includes locality preservation and rack awareness through the functions ASSIGNTOSLAVE and ASSIGNTORACK, respectively.
V. SIMULATION
We present simulation results and examine the performance improvement of degraded-first scheduling in general scenarios. We implement a discrete event simulator for MapReduce (see Section V-A). We first compare enhanced degraded-first scheduling (EDF), which incorporates locality preservation and rack awareness, with the default localityfirst scheduling (LF) (see Section V-B). We then compare the basic and enhanced versions of degraded-first scheduling (BDF and EDF, respectively), and show how locality preser- vation and rack awareness improve MapReduce performance in both general and extreme cases (see Section V-C).
A. Simulator Overview
Our MapReduce simulator is a C++-based discrete event simulator built on CSIM20 [8] . Figure 6 illustrates the simulator architecture. We deploy processes to simulate different components of a MapReduce system. There are two types of processes: (1) node processes, which include both master and slave processes, and (2) slot processes, each of which manages either a map or reduce slot. We also implement a NodeTree structure, which simulates a storage cluster with two levels of switches (see Figure 2 ) and handles all intra-rack and inter-rack transmission requests.
The flow of the simulator is as follows. Each slave process periodically sends heartbeats to the master process (every 3s) and indicates in each heartbeat if it has any free slots. When a MapReduce job is submitted, the master process initializes the job by splitting the job into map and reduce tasks, and enqueues the initialized job into a job queue. The map and reduce tasks will later be assigned to slave processes via the responses to their periodical heartbeats. If a process needs to transmit blocks across racks (e.g., due to shuffle-and-sort and degraded reads), then it notifies the NodeTree structure to hold the communication link for a duration needed for the data transmission.
We can configure our simulator with different parameters, such as the number of nodes, number of racks, number of map/reduce slots per node, erasure coding scheme, scheduling scheme, etc. We can also set a heterogeneous cluster in which nodes have different processing capabilities. We can also simulate multiple MapReduce jobs with different numbers of map/reduce tasks and amounts of data being shuffled between map and reduce tasks. The master maintains a job queue for all jobs in first-in-first-out (FIFO) order, as the default MapReduce implementation in Hadoop (version 0.22.0).
B. Locality-First vs. Degraded-First Scheduling
We start with considering a homogeneous cluster with the following default configurations. It contains 40 nodes evenly grouped into four racks (with 10 nodes each). The rack download bandwidth is 1Gbps. The block size is 128MB.
We use (20, 15) erasure codes. In contrast with the maponly MapReduce job considered in Section IV-B, we here consider a MapReduce job with both map and reduce tasks, whose processing times follow normal distributions with mean 20s and standard deviation 1s, and mean 30s and standard deviation 2s, respectively. We allocate each node with four map slots and one reduce slot. We create 1440 blocks in total, and randomly place them in the nodes based on the requirements in Section III. The total number of map tasks is equal to the total number of blocks (i.e., 1440), while the number of reduce tasks is fixed at 30. We assume that each map task shuffles intermediate data of size 1% of the block size to the reduce tasks. We simulate the single-node failure mode by randomly disabling one of the nodes.
In each simulation experiment, we vary one of the configuration parameters and evaluate the impact on MapReduce performance. For each set of parameters, we generate 30 cluster configurations with different random seeds. In each configuration, we measure the MapReduce runtime of each of LF and EDF in failure mode, and also measure the MapReduce runtime in normal mode without node failures for reference. We compute the normalized runtime of each of LF and EDF over that of normal mode. We plot a boxplot to show the minimum, lower quartile, median, upper quartile, and maximum of the 30 results and any outlier. Figure 7 shows the results, which we elaborate below. Figures 7(a)-(c) show the normalized runtime results versus the erasure coding parameters (n, k), the number of native blocks to be processed, and the download bandwidth, respectively. The results conform to our analysis findings in Section IV-B. We briefly summarize the results here. First, from Figure 7 (a), if we use an erasure coding scheme with larger (n, k), EDF reduces the normalized runtime of LF by a larger margin, ranging from 17.4% for (8,6) to 32.9% for (20, 15) . Second, from Figure 7(b) , as the number of native blocks to be processed increases, the reduction of EDF over LF drops, but EDF still reduces the normalized runtime by 34.8% to 39.6%. Finally, from Figure 7 (c), the normalized runtimes of both EDF and LF increase, while EDF reduces the normalized runtime of LF by up to 35.1% on average when the rack download bandwidth is 500Mbps.
We consider additional scenarios. Figure 7(d) shows the normalized runtime results under different failure patterns, including a single-node failure, a double-node failure, and a rack failure. As more nodes fail, the normalized runtimes of both scheduling schemes increase. EDF reduces the normalized runtime of LF by 33.2%, 22.3%, and 5.9% on average for a single-node failure, a double-node failure, and a rack failure, respectively. of the map phase and they only compete with the shuffled data generated by themselves, while EDF has increasing normalized runtime as its degraded tasks compete with the shuffled data generated by the currently running local map tasks. Nevertheless, EDF still reduces the normalized runtime of LF by 20.0% to 33.2%. We thus far focus on a single MapReduce jobs, and we now evaluate LF and EDF when multiple MapReduce jobs are simultaneously running. We generate 10 jobs, whose inter-arrival times follow an exponential distribution with mean 120s. The jobs are scheduled based on the default first-in-first-out (FIFO) scheduling to allocate map/reduce slots among different jobs. Figure 7(f) shows the normalized runtime of each of the 10 jobs. We see that EDF remains effective even in the multiple-job scenario, as it reduces the normalized runtime of LF by 28.6% to 48.6%.
C. Basic vs. Enhanced Degraded-First Scheduling
We now compare BDF and EDF under various settings. We consider both homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters. In addition, we consider an extreme case where EDF significantly outperforms BDF.
We describe our simulation setup. The homogeneous cluster has the same default configuration as in Section V-B, while the heterogeneous cluster follows the same configuration as the homogeneous one except that half of the nodes have worse processing power with the mean processing times of the map and reduce tasks set to 40s and 60s, respectively. We compute different metrics of BDF and EDF, including the number of remote tasks launched, degraded read time (i.e., the time from issuing a degraded read request until k blocks are downloaded from surviving nodes), and MapReduce runtime, and compare the results with that of LF in failure mode (with a single node failure). We present boxplots of 30 samples for each setting. Figure 8 (a) first compares the percentage increase in the number of remote tasks of BDF and EDF compared to LF. BDF has more remote tasks than LF, by 35.4% and 25.4% on average for homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters, respectively. The reason is that BDF assigns degraded tasks earlier and has fewer slots for the originally local tasks in LF, some of which now become remote tasks. On the other hand, EDF has fewer remote tasks than LF by 10.7% and 6.7% on average for homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters, respectively. EDF assigns degraded tasks to the nodes that have low processing time for local tasks, and hence prevents these nodes from stealing local tasks from other nodes. Thus, the overall number of remote tasks drops. degraded tasks to different racks to prevent them from competing for network resources. Figure 8 (c) shows the reduction of MapReduce runtime of BDF and EDF over LF. BDF achieves 32.3% and 24.4% of runtime saving in homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters, respectively, while the savings of EDF are 34.0% and 27.9%, respectively.
Although EDF does not significantly reduce MapReduce runtime compared to BDF, we find that the EDF remains robust even in an extreme case. We consider a cluster configuration that is the same as the homogeneous one except that five of the nodes are bad and have much worse processing power, such that the processing times of a local map task are 3s for regular nodes and 30s for the bad nodes. We run a map-only job over a file with 150 blocks stored in the cluster. We then compare BDF and EDF in failure mode, where one of the normal nodes fails. Figure 8(d) shows reduction of MapReduce runtime of BDF and EDF compared to LF over 30 runs in the extreme case. BDF only reduces the MapReduce runtime by 11.7% on average, while EDF can make an average reduction of 32.6%. We note that EDF has 36.1% fewer of remote tasks and 34.6% less of degraded read time on average than BDF (not shown in the figure) . This shows the importance of locality preservation and rack awareness to make degraded-first scheduling robust in general and even extreme scenarios.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
We implement degraded-first scheduling by modifying the source code of Hadoop 0.22.0. We run MapReduce on HDFS-RAID [18] , which extends HDFS to support erasurecoded storage. We conduct testbed experiments and compare enhanced degraded-first scheduling (EDF) with Hadoop's default locality-first scheduling (LF).
We run experiments on a small-scale Hadoop cluster testbed composed of a single master node and 12 slave nodes. The 12 slaves are grouped into three racks with four slaves each. The slaves in the same rack are connected via a 1Gbps top-of-rack switch, and the top-of-rack switches are connected via a 1Gbps core switch. Each of the master and slave nodes runs Ubuntu 12.04 on an Intel Core i5-3570 3.40GHz quad-core CPU, 8GB RAM, and a Seagate ST1000DM003 7200RPM 1TB SATA disk.
Our experiments consider three I/O-heavy MapReduce jobs, all of which run over a collection of text files.
• WordCount: It counts the occurrences of each word.
The map tasks tokenize the words in text files and emit each word and its local count to the reduce tasks, which sum up the local counts for each word and write the results to HDFS.
• Grep: It searches for lines containing a given word. The map tasks scan through the text files and emit the lines containing the given word to the reduce tasks, which aggregate and write the lines to HDFS.
• LineCount: It counts the occurrences of each line. It works like WordCount, and shuffles more lines than Grep from the map tasks to the reduce tasks. We configure the HDFS block size as 64MB and use a (12,10) erasure code to provide failure-tolerance. The blocks are placed in the slaves in a round-robin manner for load balancing. Each slave has four map slots and one reduce slot. We set the number of reduce tasks to eight for each MapReduce job. We then generate 15GB of plain text data from the Gutenberg website [17] . The data is divided into 240 blocks and written to HDFS. Then HDFS-RAID transforms the replicated data of HDFS into erasure-coded data. Then the 240 native blocks are evenly placed in the 12 slaves, each containing 20 blocks. We consider a single-node failure, which we simulate by erasing data in one randomly picked node and killing the slave daemon there.
We evaluate the MapReduce runtime, defined as the time interval between the launch of first map task and the completion of the last reduce task. The results are averaged over five runs.
We first consider a single-job scenario, in which we run each of the three jobs over the input data. Figure 9(a) shows the runtime of each job in a single job scenario. EDF reduces the MapReduce runtime of LF by 27.0%, 26.1% and 24.8% for WordCount, Grep, and LineCount, respectively. We observe that LF has a larger runtime variance than EDF, mainly because it does not consider rack-awareness. This causes the number of degraded tasks assigned to different racks to become unbalanced, and hence increases the runtime variance. We also consider a multi-job scenario, in which we submit the three MapReduce jobs in the order of WordCount, Grep, and LineCount in a short time so that the three jobs are scheduled by Hadoop in a first-in-first-out order. Figure 9(b) shows the runtime results. EDF can reduce the MapReduce runtime by 16.6%, 28.4%, and 22.6% for WordCount, Grep, and LineCount, respectively. We note that WordCount has the least runtime reduction. The reason is that EDF launches the degraded tasks of a job while the reduce tasks of the previous job are still downloading the intermediate data generated by the map tasks. This leads to competition for network resources and delays the completion of the previous job. Nevertheless, our results demonstrate the improvements of EDF over LF in both single-job and multi-job scenarios. Table I provides a breakdown analysis of task runtime of different jobs in the single-job scenario. We compare the average runtime of normal map tasks (local and remote tasks), degraded tasks and reduce tasks. The runtime of a task is defined as the time interval between its launch and completion. It includes data transmission time (for remote and degraded tasks) as well as the data processing time. We see that EDF reduces the average runtime of degraded tasks compared to LF, by 43.0%, 34.6%, and 47.7% for WordCount, Grep, and LineCount, respectively. Since EDF reduces the average runtime of the overall map phase, the average runtime of reduce tasks is also reduced, by around 26%. The normal tasks have a similar average runtime in both LF and EDF, so EDF does not affect the processing of normal tasks.
VII. RELATED WORK
There have been extensive empirical studies on examining the practical use of erasure coding in clustered storage systems (e.g., [1, 5, 10, 12, 13, 20, 22, 23, 25, 29, 33, 37] ). DiskReduce [12] extends HDFS to encode replicated data with erasure coding offline. Zhang et al. [37] further implement an online encoding framework for HDFS and study various MapReduce workloads on erasure-coded HDFS. In addition, several studies focus on enhancing the degraded read performance in erasure-coded clustered storage systems under failure mode. Khan et al. [22] present an algorithm that minimizes disk I/Os for single failure recovery for arbitrary erasure codes. New erasure code constructions are proposed and evaluated on Azure [20] and HDFS [10, 23, 25, 29] . Our work complements them by designing a proper task scheduling algorithm to improve the MapReduce performance in failure mode.
Our work aims to enhance the baseline Hadoop MapReduce design, and this objective is also shared by previous work. For example, authors of [2, 14, 36] propose new task scheduling algorithms for heterogeneous clusters so as to prevent a MapReduce job from being delayed by stragglers. Authors of [31, 34, 35] propose fair task scheduling algorithms for MapReduce on multi-user clusters, and mitigate the resource starvation of small jobs in the presence of large jobs. Besides scheduling, some studies propose to modify the default block placement policy of HDFS, so as to improve data availability [7] and write performance [6] . Such HDFS/MapReduce enhancements focus on replicationbased storage, while ours target erasure-coded storage.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper explores the feasibility of running data analytics in erasure-coded clustered storage systems. We present degraded-first scheduling, a new MapReduce scheduling scheme designed for improving MapReduce performance in erasure-coded clustered storage systems that run in failure mode. We show that the default locality-first scheduling launches degraded tasks at the end, thereby making them compete for network resources. Degraded-first scheduling launches degraded tasks earlier to take advantage of the unused network resources. We also propose heuristics that leverage topological information of the storage system to improve the robustness of degraded-first scheduling. We conduct simple mathematical analysis and discrete event simulation to show the performance gains of degraded-first scheduling. We further conduct testbed experiments in a Hadoop cluster, and show that degraded-first scheduling can reduce the MapReduce runtime of locality-first scheduling 
